The Core CRM record for Greek & Roman Object
E22.Man-Made_Object
For subject: http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981 the following predicates and
objects apply
(Note that GAA87981 is the Museum's PRN number, Links cannot currently be resolved from this page)

Predicates

Object

Comment

E22.Man-Made_Object

This is a main class within the
CRM. refering to the CRM
documentation the predicates
(properties) associated with
E22 were then checked
against possible BM Collection
fields to determine a match.
Where the CRM did not
provide an appropriate
property and extension was
created

3371063

BM extension type of RDF
label. These are used because
non-URI identifiers cannot
currenrly be handled by the
CRM

bmx:reg_id

1907,0119.19

BM extension type of RDF
label. These are used because
non-URI identifiers cannot
currenrly be handled by the
CRM. This ID represents the
registration number of the
object.

Owl:sameAs

The Codex ID refers to an
http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/codex/ internal database used to
3371063
support internal applications
and integrations.

type rdf

bmx:codex_id

This will resolve to a
description of the relevant BM
department which itself is
described in the CRM as as a
sucject with the following
predicates and objects;

P50F.has_current_keeper

Predicate
http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/depart
crm:P107B.is_current_or_for
ment/G
mer_member_of

Object (value) The British
Museum

rdf:type
crm:E74.Group

rdf:type
foaf:Organisation

rdfs:label
The British Museum (Greek
and Roman departmentnt)
P57F.has_number_of_part
1
s
P2F.has_type

P3F.has_note

The object has one part

This is the ID for thesaurus
http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/thesau
term within a SKOS
ri/x9890
framework.
Object type :: votive figure ::

The id resolves to the
term"votive figure" (NB: an
object placed on a shrine as
an actof worship)

p.100, Catalogue number 3.2.48, Plate
bmx:PX.curatorial_comme
Why was this extension to
XXXVIII.21 Rutkowski, B. (1991), Petsophas:
nt
CRM required?
A Cretan Peak Sanctuary.
P3F.has_note

Acquisition date :: 1907 ::

A text comment denoting the
acquisition of the object by
the British Museum.

Indicating an acquisition of
crm:P24B.changed_owner http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object
the object by the British
ship_through
/GAA87981/acquisition
Museum.
P52F.has_current_owner

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/thebritish-museum

Indicating that the current
owner is the British Museum

P46F.is_composed_of

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object Indicating that the object is
/GAA87981/1
composed of 1 part

E24.Physical_Man-Made_Thing
For subject: http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981/1 the following predicates and
objects apply

Predicates

Objects (and sub predicates)

Rdf type

E24.Physical_Man-Made_Thing

P46B.forms_part_of

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981

bmx:PX.physical_descripti Terracotta head of a female votive figure wearing a
on
polos/headress. Applied ear.
E54.Dimension>
P2F.has_type http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/dimension/H
P43F.has_dimension

P91F.has_unit http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/units/cm
bmx:PX.min_value 3.50 P3F.has_noteDimension :: :: max
rdfs:label>H = 3.50 cm

P108B.was_produced_by

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981/1/produ
ction

P45F.consists_of

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/thesauri/x11836

P3F.has_note

Consists of :: terracotta ::

P129F.is_about

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/thesauri/x107548

P3F.has_note

Subject :: votary/worshipper ::

bmx:PX.was_discovered_b http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981/1/discov
y
ery

Commen
t

E8.Acquisition
For subject: http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981/acquisition the following
predicates and objects apply;

Predicates

Objects

Type: rdf

E8.Acquisition

rdfs:text

1907

bmx:PX.time-span_earliest

01 Jan 1907

bmx:time-span_earliest_int
xsd:integer

19070101

bmx:PX.time-span_latest

31 Dec 1907

bmx:PX.time-span_latest_int
xsd:integer

19071231

P3F.has_note

Acquisition date :: 1907 ::

P24F.transferred_title_of

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981

P22F.transferred_title_to
P30F.transferred_custody_of
P29F.custody_received_by

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/the-british-museum

P2F.has_type

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/acquisition/donation

P22F.transferred_title_to

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/the-british-museum

PX.donated_by rdf

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/personinstitution/57504

P28F.custody_surrendered_by

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/personinstitution/57504

P3F.has_note

Donated by :: British School at Athens ::

Comment

Acquisition
Date

E12.Production
For subject http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981/1/productionthe following
predicates and objects apply;

Predicates

Objects

rdf:type

E12.Production

P108F.has_produced

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981/1

P3F.has_note

Production date :: 2000BC-1700BC ::

rdfs:text

2000BC-1700BC

rdfs:comment

Production date :: 2000BC-1700BC ::

bmx:PX.time-span_earliest

2000 BC

bmx:time-span_earliest_int
xsd:integer

xsd:integer="-2000

bmx:PX.time-span_latest

1700 BC

bmx:PX.time-span_latest_int

xsd:integer="-1700"

P32F.used_general_technique

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/thesauri/x12024

P3F.has_note

Uses technique :: applied ::

bmx:PX.made_in

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/thesauri/x27069

P3F.has_note

Made in :: Crete ::

Comment

EX.Discovery
For subject http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/object/GAA87981/1/discoverythe following predicates
and objects apply;
Predicates

Objects

rdf:type

EX.Discovery

P7F.took_place_at http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/thesauri/x31358
P3F.has_note

Excavated at :: Petsofas ::

P3F.has_note

Site detail :: Petsofas ::

P2F.has_type

http://collection.britishmuseum.org/id/discovery/excavation

Comment

